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Well, November is here and that means cold weather is upon us in much of the US so warm
up by a fire and stream this month's brand-new FANGORIA'S DREADTIME STORIES episode
for FREE or purchase it via download, commercial free with extended scenes, for only $1.99.
November's episode is entitled
"Here Come the Sludge"
and your host into the macabre, as always, is Malcolm McDowell. "Here Come the Sludge" is
written by Steve Nubie, who also brought you "A Fungus Among Us." Here's the plot for "Here
Come the Sludge"...

Some scientists believe that all of the water on earth was the result of icy comets bombarding
the primordial planet and simply melting into deep oceans, lakes and seas. Others believe that
ancient microorganisms hitched a ride and gave rise to life for the first time. It seems to be a
preposterous proposition. Unless you consider that a fresh comet is en route with the seeds of
a new form of life, or perhaps...a new form of death.

The cast includes: Malcolm McDowell (Host), Jamie Baron (Wilson), Jim McCance (General &
Announcer), Christian Stolte (Jackson), Tim Dadabo (Cop, Sarge & Captain), Jeff Morrow
(Jones & Command 1), JoBe Cerny (The President), Ilyssa Fraden (Phillips & Rosie), Lexxie
Stiefel (Lisa & Woman), Carl Amari (Tom, Pilot & Seaman), Roger Mueller (Major, Guy &
Command 2) and Steve Nubie (Chief & Jet Pilot).

Don't forget that "Here Come the Sludge" is yours to stream FREE the entire month of
November 2012. If you'd like to own the commercial-free version (with extended scenes)
please digitally-download it for only $1.99.
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For those of you who are unfamiliar with this radio series - here's the scoop:

FANGORIA'S DREADTIME STORIES is a new-time radio drama series produced in the
flavor of classic radio from the 1930's, 40's and 50's but using today's state-of-the-art digital
technology. Each and every month a new 45-minute episode will be available for you to hear
anytime you'd like just by logging on to the Fangoria website at www.fangoria.com and
streaming the episode for FREE
(the streams contain a few national commercials).

Each episode will 'thrill you and chill you' but I warn you: These radio dramas are not for the
feint of heart. We recommend that persons under the age of 14 not tune in! Although these
episodes are meant to amuse and exercise your imagination - they can be quite scary,
shocking, and include adult language and adult situations. FANGORIA'S DREADTIME
STORIES
are hosted by acclaimed
actor, Malcolm McDowell. They are written by top writers of today and include full casts (often
featuring Hollywood celebrities), movie-quality sound effects and original music scores by
Fangoria's Editor-in-Chief, and accomplished composer, Chris Alexander.

We launched this series October, 2011 and all of our past shows are available for
digital-download to any listening device for only $1.99 each. The digital-downloads are
commercial free with extended scenes (the director's cut). And don't forget that the radio drama
scripts of current and past episodes are available for you to print PDF copies for FREE. These
are the same scripts used by Malcolm McDowell and the actors. It's fun to print your copy and
read along while listening.

This series is also available on Sirius/XM and on CD in special collector editions from AudioGo
at: http://www.audiogo.com/

Next month, you won't want to miss our December episode (which is an encore presentation)
of "The Dark Enforcer" by Barry Richert. It was voted the listener favorite for 2012. Here's the
plot:

Sick of being bullied, timid Dave Chersky summons his favorite comic book character, The
Dark Enforcer, and commands the demonic behemoth to slaughter his tormentors. When Dave
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is forced to face the severity of his actions, he discontinues his vengeful rampage…but it may
be too late to restrain the bloodlust of his monstrous minion.

Make sure to tune in to this month's episode -- "Here Come the Sludge" and collect them all,
commercial free with extended scenes, via digital-download for only $1.99 each or on CD
through AudioGo. Thanks for your support and I'll be back next month with my December blog.
Please be sure to tell a friend about
FANGORIA'S DREADTIME STORIES
!

Carl Amari
Producer/Director
FANGORIA'S DREADTIME STORIES
Feel free to email me at:
camari@falconpicturegroup.com
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